In My Mail…
I am so behind on my mail again. I’ll explain more in another
post why…for now let me just get you caught up.
I’ve had two deliveries come in…this is from Chris. She was
estate sale shopping and bought some goodies to share with
me!

Wasn’t that sweet?

I’ve said it before and will say it again and again, I love
the cards most of all the things that are sent. It’s a human
connection. It’s a reassurance that someone else connects and
likes estate sales too.
I love it….but I also love the
fabric she sent. Check out the fun farm print. There’s about
a yard there. I’m going to have to think on where that can
go. I’m thinking about making a pillow case for Hubby. He
eats and work farm.

He might as well sleep with it too!

HA!!

There were some bits and pieces sent along too….fun.

More pieces these all seem to be about 3 1/2 inches so I’ll
size them up for sure and put them in the 3 1/2″ scrap bucket.

What a fun little package. Chris also sent some money to help
with charity quilting postage. I so appreciate that. I have
another box that’s going in Monday’s mail.
My next package came from Andi in Wisconsin, our great
neighbor state! Check out what she sent….. She sent goodies
for Neighbor Girl….She had the idea to send a kit of Yellow
Brick Road….and of course sent a few other goodies.

Here’s the yellow brick road things…also a nice note on the
package so I know what’s what. PERFECT!!

The other goodies were great too. I ended up taking both of
the books and put them by my bedside so I can read them at
night before bed.

The other pattern was perfect too. I forgot all about the
postcard patterns….so many of them are easy and would be
perfect for a beginning quilter.

I’m so excited about all of this.
ladies.

Thanks many and much

Your thoughtfulness is so appreciated.

It’s so sweet to get goodies in the mail.

I had a couple

notes from people wanting to send partially completed projects
and ended up giving them Ronda’s contact information. Are
there others who would like to finish projects of others’ and
pass the completed project on to charity? Let me know and if
a note gets sent to me again about unfinished projects I can
pass your info on to them. Here’s the best place to reach
me….rogjok@iowatelecom.net.

